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Artificial Stone
Three dimensional façade

Artificial stone walls are available as prefabricated slabs and as individual stones. Or they are assembled individually on site using stone gypsum. Artificial stones are perfectly suited as façade cladding or as decorative elements.

Even a fortress-like structure can be successfully created using artificial stone and creative design elements.

Imitation natural stone

This kitchen was outfitted with artificial stone panelling that is very durable when wet and easy to take care of. The advantage to artificial stone is that it can be dyed to match any colour and colour-coordinated to go with any interior design.
Artificial Rock
Manifold uses

The most outstanding advantage of artificial rock, constructed out of stone gypsum and crushed stone mortar, is its myriad uses, from a waterfall added to an outdoor pool to artificial rock construction for a sauna or spa area.

Artificial rock is multifunctional, can be dyed to match any colour and is ideally suited as cladding for unsightly installations. Even climbing walls can be easily fashioned out of artificial rock.
Cast Stone Flooring
All in one pouring

In stone casting, the stone mass is applied directly to the screed in one pouring. In addition to giving it a modern look, this technique has the distinct advantage of having both a low installation height and an especially low weight.

Fans of modern architecture appreciate all of the design benefits this flooring has to offer. It can be used in a wide array of areas, preferably large rooms, bathrooms and even stairs.
Self-Levelling Floor Covering
High-class design

Two leading furniture dealers offering the finest in Italian design opted for self-levelling floor coverings. The advantages are easy to see. This industrial floor covering is seamlessly applied directly to the screed, is heavy-duty, light and available in almost any colour.

Simply beautiful

Easy to take care of and very sturdy, self-levelling floor coverings are enjoying increasing popularity in the home as well, giving living rooms or kitchens a purist and artistic touch.
Tiling and Installation
Elegant and practical

Whether in the kitchen or the bathroom, mosaic tiling exudes a very special charm as an extremely attractive yet very practical option.

A classic in interior design

Available in nearly every possible colour, size and texture, tiling is one of the most tried and tested – and most flexible – materials in interior design. Besides being a feast for the eyes, tiles are easy to take care of and long-lasting.
Stone and Installation

KSV 01
Naturally hard

Hardly any other material in nature enjoys a reputation like stone. Sculptors know that, as do landscaping architects, architects and interior design specialists. Stone is timeless, malleable, long-lasting, easy to take care of and simply looks good. There are practically no limits to the creative possibilities of stone: indoors or outdoors, stone is an attractive design option, as an elegant paving stone, as a chess board or more recently as an elastic natural stone floor covering that is warm to the touch.
Artificial stone

- Wall cladding in over 30 varieties of stone
- Door frames
- Brick walls
- Ceilings cladding in artificial stone
- Vaulted ceilings in artificial stone

Artificial rock

- Pool/Bathroom landscapes
- Whirlpools
- Grottos
- Rock cladding
- Outdoor climbing walls
- Rock landscapes

Cast stone

- Cast stone, oiled
- Cast stone, varnished
- Cast stone furniture
- Varnishing, using spatula technique
- Stairs
Self-levelling floor covering

- Sealing of floor covering
- Epoxy floor covering
- PU floor covering
- Patterned floor covering
- Coloured quartz floor covering
- Quartz coating

Tiling and installation

- Tiling and borders
- Glass mosaics (Bisazza)
- Mirrored glass tiles
- Technostone
- Stoneware
- Traditional Viennese small paving stones for staircases
- Installation of large tile slabs of up to 100 x 100

Stone and Installation

- Stone mosaics
- Stone and borders
- Natural stone
- Elastic stone
- Large stone slabs
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